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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Asionymous.
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Show - Down In Coal
On January 9th between 55,0013 and 60,000
of John L. Lewis' soft-coal miners in a half
dozen states suddenly (arid obviously by prearrangernent) quit their jobs. Then the local leaders in those areas received identical
telegrams from their chieftain suggesting that
come Monday the men return to the threeday week. At the same time a new demonstration of Mr. Lewis' power was being mounted,
this one in Wyoming, where members of the
UMW "spontaneously" laid down their tools
and went home.
The recent tempo of events in connection
with this whole tragi-farce in the coal industry indicates that the long overdue show-down
between John L. Lewis and the American people is at last both inescapable and imminent.
Actually, it is in Congress that this problem will ultimately have to be dealt with.
For the issue is not simply one of whether a
rrational emergency exists or not; nor is it a
question of the- five day week versus the
three-day week. It is the issue of whether Mr.
Lewis is to be permitted to turn on and shut
aff the public's coal supply at will, dictate the
hours of work for 400,000 miners, and determine the price of coal and when it will be
mined—in short, to continue in the role of
a complete dictator in this one, of the most
vital areas in the nation's entire economy.
—New 'York Time&

The Cow Story Up-To-Date
It doesn't make any difference whether
ou are a Republican, a Democrat or sm Inlepencli•nt, the folloa ing article frcma the Beraice, La., News-Journal is good for all hi read
who wish to see our American system of representative government survive
Capitalism: If you have two axiivs, you sell
one and buy a bull.
Socialism: If you have two cov.-s. 2.ou g:ve
one of them to your neighbor.
Communism: If you have two cows, you
give them to the government and the government gives you milk..
Fascism: If you have two cows. you keep
the cows and give the milk to the government.
New Deal: If you have-Awo cows, you
shoot one, milk the other, then pour the milk
down the drain.
Fair Deal: If you have two cows, you let
them starve so you can buy your milk in cans,
thus making business better.

Good Citizens
This is Boy &nut Week throughout the
nation . .
the fortieth anniversary of the
founding of this splendid enterprise dedicated
to building better youth _
_ A "good turn". by an unidentified British
Boy Scout in 1909 to an American business
man who had lost his way in a London fog,
led to the incorporation of the Boy Scouts of
America in Washington, D. C., in 1910.
• A Chicago publisher, the late William D.
Royce, was so impressed with the helpfulness
of the British Boy Scout that he accompanied
the Scout to the /Alice of Sir (later Lord) Robert Baden-Foe:ell, founder of Scouting, learned about the program and brought a trunkful
of pamphlets to America to later incorporate
the organization.
During these forty years of Scouting in
the United States more than 16,500,000 boys
and adult leaders have been associated with
this organization, trained in its principles and
turned out to the world as better eitizen.s.
We think that there is
nothing
rnore
wholesome for a young fellow, just at the
stage where he is learning what makes the
world go round, than to join the Boy Scouts.
We find to our dismay that there are still a
lot of mamas and papas who fear to let their
children out of their sight at the tender age
of 12 to attend troop meetinge, learn how to
use their hands and their heads in such things
as handicrafts, self-help, outdoor life and
pride in accompli.shment.
Warden Johnson of Alcatraz prison has
said that "when all is said ond done, the finest prison in the world is a monument to
neglected youth. I believe that if we spent
more time and money in the making of eitimen; we should not be obliged to spend 20
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Ewing Galloway:

NAMES AND PLACES

Keatsiciut

thought suddenly struck me that every field
in the map-like view, every stream, every
road or trail had its name, sometimes one of
very long standing. Many of the fields had
ceased to be cultivated and had been taken
were

still growing crops on their steep acres. "How,"
I asked myself, "could a farmer, going away
in the morning to plow corn away up on the
mountainside, tell his wife where he would
be?" And yet I knew, from my own personal
experience, that he could tell in a few words
what you arid I might have to draw a map to
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clur profit before taxes amounted to $14,230,000-filter taxes, we transferred it to the petty cad) account.'"

indicate. The Big Rock Field, or the Old Jones
Field, or next to

Booger

Rock—just such

places I ha.ve known and visited many a time.

From The Files:

Those who have also been there could find
their way; the rest of humankind would be
lost before starting.

levutinf Bach Wte

It has been my good fortune. to' spend a
good many vacations in national parks. All of
them contain areas that used to be owned in
small private holdings. In early spring it is
not unusual to find long-deserated walks outlined with narciisus :n full flower. Tell-tale
remnants of former flower gardens are often
to be found in the young second growth. Often I find myself wondering vdiat WaS the
name of the lane that led down past the barn
Or
and across the fields to Uncle George's
Grandpa Brown's. Nov,- its is overgrown with
beggar lice and sawbriais formerly it had
its prominerice in a neighborhood that is n
mly a memory.
Going back still farther, v..hat did the Indians call this stream that now bear,: s_et- e
chance English name? Was my favorite
particularized by some specific name that vas
as distinctive as the knob itself is? How ra ny
times in the cenyury and two-ttUrds that white
men have been here has a new name been
applied to this same feature on the landscape?
I can recall three such in forty years. How
many more it may bear in the next age nobody can guess. Of course, names have attendency to become fixed if they once get into print on a map. Also if the name becomes
associated with an event of importance. it
stands a fair chance of remaining long past
aven the language that called it forth. Many
America
3f our streams and mountains in
bear names that the Indians applied ages before our coming, but often there has grown up
some other name that gradually superseded
the old and poetic one. Modern efforts to restore old names is usually ludicrous, for the
lack of sincerity in this type.of naming
is
rather obvious. I have been on Lakes in the
glacial area of America that had had old InGrass
dian names reapplied to supersede
Lake or Duck Lake, but only a few poetic
unpronounceable
souls would use the old
names, preferring the plain, even harsh names
given by early white settlers. Imagine renaming Deadman's Gulch after some poetic or
imaginary Indian name that.one finds insome
old record!
This tendency to name places and objects
also applies to naming
animals. I
doubt
whether there are many actual name any
longer applied to beef cattle, for the cycle
from calfhood to slaughterhouse is so brief
and so obvious that few
tender memories
cluster around any'such animal. But the family cows, long a part of the farm, would be lost
without some designation; it would be as unthinkable as having a race horse without a
name. A few people
whom I used to know
even named all their liivestock, including
sheep, brood sows, goats, and at least the most
obvious chickens. After all, if there is need to
designate any particular animal, no matter
hbw much it may resemble any other one,
what can be better than a name? Of course,
highly favored show animals always
bear
names, aristocratic ones that show pedigrees
that any animal should be proud of. It it were
not for this tendency to apply names to objects.around us, we would feel lost in a world
of unfamiliar things; once g:ve a name to an
object, and it takes on, really, a personality
not known before.
Books are the quietest and most constant
of friendie they are the most accessible and
wisest of cotmselors, and the most patient of
teachers.---Charles W. Eliot.

out what they're about so if there
are any objections they can be
raised intelligently and honestly."
So our ship of state, even if it
does get direction and drive, still
will be on a turbulent sea.
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In my vacation in 1949 I was standing
one morning looking out 9ver a wild array of
the
Virginia when
mountain scenery in

over by a great national forest; others

Harry Lee Waterfield of Fulton
assured me the other day that he
doesn't expect to get much sleep
the last week or two of the session. Somewhat ruefully he said:
"I expect I will be up all night
every night reading bills to find

February 13, 1925:
The big Chamber of Commerce
program last Tuesday night was
a brilliant success. The memberthe
ship campaign between
"blues" and the "reds" netted a
total membership of 264, most of
whom were at the Usona to enjoy the evening. W. IQ Shankle
was elected the incoming president.
Charles D. Nugent announces
his candidacy for re-election to
Judge of the County Court; Walter J. McMurry announces his
candidacy for
re-election
to
Representative in the State Legislature.
T. M. Franklin, manager of the
Franklin Dry Goods and clothing
company, has just returned from
New York, where he purchased
t'ae largest stocks in the firm's
history. he reports.
The beautiful new Yellow Cab
purchased and added to the fleet
of the H. L. Hardy Taxi Co., is
just "another step forwaid" for
progressive Fulton.
The lady fingers
Hornbeak's
bakery is attempting to provide
is the kind of cake made to serve
with ice cream, and not the kind
boys are tempted to play with
when the conversation lage, Guy
Farmer states.
Mr. Farmer recently took charge of the retail
business of the bakery on Lake
street.
Mrs. Pauline Underwood Evans,
21, died February 6.
Mr. Will Bethell of Dukedom
has moved to Mrs. Morris' place
near Walnut Grow, where Clarence Meacham did live.
Tewey Wiley was dangerously
wounded in the face and chest

eloch

from a shotgun blast— received
wh le
attending a dance near
Dukedom.
Quite a large crowd enjoyed a
candy-pulling at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. M. W. Gardner Saturday night, reports the Pierce correspondent.
Jordan will soon be cqnneeted
for electricity, announced
Ky.
Light and Power Company this
week.
February 14, 1930:
Sheriff Bailey Huddleston remains in a critical condition in a
Paducah hospital following
gashed throat
and
gunshot
wounds received here last week.
His assailant has been identified
as Springer, an escaped inmate of
a Mississippi insane asylum.
Mgr. H. F. McGinnis of the local American Cigar factory announced that the factory, closed
down Tuesday, will be moved to
a new location where cigars will
be manufactured by machinery
instead of hand-made.
Dr. J. L. Jones and family of
Dresden, Tenn., have moved to
Fulton; he has opened a dental
office in the Cohn building.

Tite Maitch.

Quoting Editor Clarence Martin no exception to the rule. There is
of the Tomkinsville News about the Lions Club, the PTA, the
civic apathy in his town:
"Too many of our civic organ- American Legion, the V. F. W.,
ization gatherings are a disgrace and possible other civic organizato our town and communities tions whose purposes are so often
rather than what they ought to defeated by lack of personal inbe. This remark is in no way terest from those who should be
meant es any reflection on any- for the uplifting of our cotrununione of the 'chosen few' who do ties."
strive from week to week and
My guess is that Editor Marmonth to month trying to make a tin's picture fits two-thirds of the
better town and community for small cities and towns in Kenthose who do not care enough for tucky. Half of them, anyway. But
their community to get up after wherever small
groups
meet
supper and come out to the meet- there's hope, if the little groups
ings and join in with their fellow- are determined to get what they
men in trying to
promote and want. It sometimes takes almost
build our communities.
fanatical zeal. Halt a dozen re"When the monthly meetings of spected citizens, backed by the lothe Tompkinsville
Chamber of cal newspaPer, can in some cases
Commerce are held, it should be accomplish more than 50 to 100
no odd sight to see the court- when it comes to making deroom packed with citizens, who cisions.
are eager to help their town and
For ten years Henderson has
commun,ty. Instead there is the had what amounts to a one-man
little group of six to 15 interested chamber of commerce — Leigh
citizens, who are
braodminded Harris, publisher of the Gleaner
enough to want to see improve- and the Journal. Harris says that
ments, gathered there in the re- when you want to get something
mote corner of the hall of justice, done, three are a crowd and six
working and trying v,:ith all their are a mob.
might to lay
plans for
better
Our suggestion to Tompkinsthings of the community, while ville's little groups is to keep
the majority of the citizens 'bake a-fighting. The whole town may
their shins' or read the funnies. fall in line eventually. Certainly
"The Chamber of Commerce is a majority will.
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Letters To The Editors
Fulton Co. !-•.• N,.ws
Dear Editor,
This howling, prowling
and
grow1ng of the coffee situation
that many hear makes me ::(1 alitired mad that its
plent.v good
enough for these who were doing
that very thing, the
results of
baying up all they could possibly
afford,
a few months ago
when that first report by radio
and newspapers
out the
news that the crop lied unless some weather
•
peneci soon enc.
save
crop.
With my experience .t is ail the
good and bad brands hea,ed into
some bins', roaster! and ground
and filled in bags and tin .cartons and sold at higher prices.
Coffee is the best beverage far
all American people who
and
swelch it and ask for
another
cup. Why many heuse wives rush
here and there
_ rind buy up a sup-

ply of the brand, come what may.
That seems to be the only way
to get prices up and up they went,
Ff) now go doem and.pay the pi-ice
asked by your grocer. who can't
help the -situation either.
There is a certain class of people who may still have those war
nerves on ration.ng, but as far as
this writer is concerned. can you
hoard coffee or any other comnuxiity when all over the world
there are people who are starving, iwen in the LT. S. A.
To my way of thinking it would
be better to help keep prices of
coffee along with
many other
foods in fair reach of all citizens
herea fter.
Let me urge the house wives to
not be guilty of hoarding coffee
agan when you hear a broadcast
that the crop is short. I still think
that is the only
way to raise
prices-.
—A Fulton Housetaife.

of
John Earle, whose firm
Earl eand Taylor has outgrown
its location on Lake strent, plans
to build a handsome 2-story garrage on 4th street.

CALLING ALL

A. D. Jones, well-known and
Mchighly esteemed citizen of
Connell, died at his home Monday at the age of 87.
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Quite a few of the women in
the Old Bethel commun.ty are
was
quilting. A quilting party
given at the home of Barney
Yates Saturday night.

Dick Oberlin:
044eitualizot4
Is history repeating itself? And
doing it so subtly that the repetition is almost impreceptible? It
looks very much right now like
that is exactly what is happening
in the 1950 Bi-Annual Kentucky
State Legislature.
Many of you will recall that
last year when Governor
Earl
Clements called a special session
to pass a property reassessment
program, the legislature did practically nothing except gripe for
several weeks. Then slowly, gradually, order began to come out
of chaos.
It was as if a
magician had
waved a magic wand. And that is
just about what happened. The
Governor, who is a master politician, allowed an irate legislature to get its wrath out of its
system first, then
very gently,
but quite firmly, guided them
into passage of his legislation.
This year the legislature is follov,"ing mach the same path. We
are at the approximate half-way
po.nt of the. assembly, and so far
only two
pieces of legislation
have shown any signs of being
forcefully guided.
The first was the budget bill;
the second concerned revision of
licenses on vending rnachines operated by coins, such as cigaret
and candy machines.
Even this adminititration mea-

sure—the coin •machine measure
weather
=ran into some heavy
and was allowed for the time being to pull into a safe harbor.
The legislature is reminiscent
of nothing so much as a rudderless ship without a motor which
by
is being buffeted airnlessly
every vagrant zephyr.
This state of affairs, however,
it not likely to continue. If ever
Kentucky had an administration
which was tempered - steel dewith only
termination clothed
the thinnest of velvet gloves, it's
the administration of iron-willed
Earl C Clements.
This has prompted most of the
veteran observers of State policies and Government to believe
that the rudderless ship will be
provided a rudder and a driving
power probably within the next
three weeks. The situation appears to be like this:
Clements will let the legislators putter around getting nowhere until near the end of the
session. Then, when time becomes an all important factor,
the administration will give direction and drive, and attempt to
press through all
those
laws
which it considers essential for
this session to enact.
It is unlikely, however that
this will be accomplished without objection. Representative
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Housewife.

her "sweet" sixteen birthday.
Mrs. Jennie Scot tis spending ' spent Sunday with his parents.
Is.the break between DC and
some time with her
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
News and Personals from - - - AMc permanent? From what I
Mrs. A. J. Ropp in Memphis.
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Pahear it doesn't should like they
Mr. and Mrs. Chester McGuire ducah Laent the weekend with
will go back together. Another
and Mrs. Esther Reagan of Pa- her moti,er, Mrs. Carl Caoley.
sign to go by is D C's date with
ducah spent Sunday with
Mrs.
Miss Wanda Hall of Pade.eah
MDW.
By Patsy Green
Alice Lewis and son, John.
swim. She is another of Fulton
spent th- weekend
with
The
her
question was asked last
Anne Latta
was born in the High's athletes. She has been a week, where BSC's
Mrs. Lelia Bard has been a pa- mother, Mrs. Eura Hall.
heart belongs.
Odell Puckett
Mayfield
Hospital on May 27, majorette tor 3 years, taken He didn't have
tient in the Mayfield Hospital
Harold Puckett, James Peyitf.,
to tell us though
1933 at 4:00 in the afternoon and piano for 6 years, Music Club in as
but is some improved at this Harold Clark and T. 13. Filial*
we all have eyes to see with.
if I may quote her father in say- which time she was president in
Mrs.
L.
B.
Council
of Hickman
wriitng.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Jr., attended the ballganie
If you say she is CP we will mark
of
ing 'just in time for her Satur- 48 and reporter in 47, belongs to
visited Thursday with Mrs. Carl Fulton_ visited Sunday Webb
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett urday night in Mayfield.
you up with a 20, 20 eyesight.
with CharPirtle.
day nite bath'. Another item of F. H. A. and is the treasurer, and
lie Webb, Mrs. Emma Webb and
They say it is the girls privilege
Mr. and Mrs. Randal Laird arid Mrs. Ida Brooks.
bad luck, besides the fact that she is the public relations officer this to change
her minci. The Junior
girls
attended
was a girl, in her daddy's and year.
the
house
warmgirls sure are wearing out their
Mr. and Mrs. Lila Bradley
ing and shower fot Mr. and Mrs.
Uncle Roy's
book—their best
privilege. Here are some exampshopped in Paducah Saturday.
;
Rubel
Carter
mule died!
Wedziesday.
night.
les so you will know I mean.
Mrs. Pearl Pigue visited
Mrs. Harold Clark and
She'has lived in Water Valley
Mr.
Mrs.
BB is still hopping around
and Mrs. Tom Lamb Sunday afall of her life, but stays with Mrs.
from one to another. She was last Harold Puckett visited Thursday ternoon.
with Mrs. James Pewitt and son.
Hill on Second street quite a bit.
seen with one of our new Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Lila Bradley, Mr.
The program presented by the
She came to Carr.Institute in the
boys, W. "Sugar" R. Whoops! My
Mason Hall Melody Boys Friday and Mrs. Charley Haskell, Mr.
6th grade and entered High
mistake! She was with "Suger"
and
School in "46".
but was last seen with B. Hagen. night was well attended and en- and Mrs. Charles Wilson and Mr•
Mrs. Whitt Garner spent
joyed by all. She attends Sunday School in
SAB is keeping it with a range
Mrs. Carl Pirtle and Mrs. L. B. Thursday at their cabin on KenWater Valley and the Methodist
!if two. You ask who the two are?
Church in Fulton.
Paducah tucky Lake.
None other than GEE and JH of Council shopped in
Thursday afternoon.
Anne says that dancing is her
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Rapp and
the alumni uf FHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Randal Laird ell- family of Memphis spent
hobby by all means. She likes to
MF seems to be appealing to
Sunwow.'
w.
play
canasta, bridge, tennis,
the alumni also so she has been joyedj.a..fish -dinner Friday with day with Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edher
father,
Mr.
Huston
Owen.
basketball, football, baseball, and
wards.
,-(1..n with that Workman boy, JH
Mrs. Frances Duke and daughand GEE.
1.1111.1111111181H111•111==
ter, Nancy, spent Tuesday with
BGB was 1,,i7ith JF Sunday night
Mrs.
Randal Laird.
but
Mc and she have now gone
back together. Good luck.
Mrs. Jewell Ross and son, Har*
What was JC's main subject of *
*
old Lee, spent Sunday afternoon
*
*
*
talk Sunday morning? Cotild it
with his sister, Mrs. W. T. EdBetty Lu Bushart
Pee
: be about Jesse. whonj she had a
The Fulton City
Schools are wards.
date with Saturday night.
pin and Mrs. Randal Laird and
facing a bad situation righf now.
Although there are sorne Jun- it seems that we are in danger
of girls, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Duke and
ior girls still looking for the b.eing dropped
Anne Latta
from the South- daughter spent Sunday with Mr.
right one. there are many who ern Association.
Of course now and Mrs. Homer Owensby.
n of the -wen' to have the situation well :n
Anne reigned as que,
Mr. sand Mrs. Allen Nance and
chis probably wouldn.t.affect the
,I,nior and Senior Carnival in,her had such as: B.
Westmoreland present Senior class but you daughter, Mrs. Mattie Nance,Mr.
!,inior year
.with Ted Goodwin as and EM. Is he the reasm. she Ereshman,
Sophomore and Jun- and Mrs. Bob Paxton of Mayfield
or king.
- changed her mind about being a iors
are the ones who shauld be spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
She has had many nicknamt s MD?
Carl Pirtle and family.
worried.
Hiring her time spent at. F. H. S.
outhern States SPerls are selected for their
JG and Dickie H also come unMiss Ada Pigue spent Sunday
The reason for their unfortun!..veryday we
would
come to der the list.
-.0 tons of hay or grails
afternoon with Mrs. Allie Morability to pmd—
ate
situation
is
that
there
isn't
;0
4
hool
Anne had a new name , Who is the girl always seen sufficient
funds to keep them' on gan.
pe,r acre—more ik.cu liow a bushel of seed.
-Hammer Chin," "Di molts" .or
ith Maui
B in a green Chev- an accredited school.
Curtis Owen of Paducah spent
arry name that the Big Three rolet? But of course it !s RA. It seems our present governor Friday afternoon with his sister,
could think up for her and you
Hybrid Seed Corn
There is a letter in the
mail made a lot of campaign promises Mrs. Randal Laird.
can take my word for it
they each morning tor JEG from faith- to help the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Richmond
Kobe
and Korean Lespedeza
educational situation
!!:i ve given her ful h.M.
ones.
and since he got into office he has and family of Martin visited SatCertified
&
Uncertified Ladino Clover
LSS is still true to that ai iny refused.to do anything about
the urday afternoon with his father,
Jt•Nl(ii: NI WS
Sweet, Red,and Alsike Clover
man.
taxes that would help the educa- A. S. Richmond.
Miss BJ I
eeived a
NW and BB are still
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure, Jr.,
each tional problem.
Red Top and Timothy
Lucin- on other'F one and only. CongratulaI am sure that you, the students and son, David, of Paducah spent
Orchard Grass
tions!
of Fulton High School, would not Sunday afternoon with her fathAll the healthful
like to face the outcome of this if er, Huston Owen.
nutriment of bread in our
SOPHOMORE NEWS
Harold Clark, Harold Puckett
worst should come to worst. Most
fragrant, fresh-baked
Well, there is not much news everyone knows the salaries of and James Pewitt attended the
loaves! Better than the
this week. It seems to be the the teachers should be raised. ballgame in Sedalia
Thursday
best home-made bread!
same old
thing over and over. Some may think they should not night.
Make our fresh bread a
Sunday visitors in the home of
Creornulsion relies es promptl) because ; Either the girls and boys don't but if they are not it won't be too
daily habit.
it goes right to the seat of the trouble go out or they go with the same long until we will not have any Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pitman were,
Wavle
Pitman, Huey Boyd,
to help loosen end expel 'germ laden iones all the time.
teachers to be teaching. Why
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and I AL and BC are getting up a should they come to Kentucky John Webb, Huston Owen, Mr.
102 Main St.
Fulton
Phone 399
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial I case. Good luck, you two.
and
Mrs. Vernon Jobe and son.
schools when they can step right
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist I PM, is it really DM? It must
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the
to
Illinois
be,
or
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
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Why-is AP staying home more
Last year several of our very
‘nu are to base %our money back.
lately? It couldn't be because she best teachers went to South Ful
PHONE 126
has a young and good looking boy ton to teach. Why? Because they
Aiimmo for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis living there, could it, A?
could get more money and they
JW, who is it that we have have to live the same as anyone
been seeing you with lately? He else.
wouldn't be from MS would he,
What will _ happen if we are
J?
dropped
from
the Southern
That
couldn't be Don Mann Asa...cation? I'll tell you. ,When
walking around in a trance after your.sons and daughters graduall these years.
ate from this school and they
PC, what have you got on your want to attend college out of the
THIS FULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY
finger? It couldn't belong to that state of Kentucky, they will have
cute Senior boy or could it? Yes, to take numerous examinations,
it does.
pretty stiff ones, and then maybe
NB, was that BC you were with not get in. If they did not have to
e the- examinations they could
JAL is it really DLP?
go on and do good. You see studDPB you are bound to get him ents -from non-credited
schools
with that short hair cut. By the are chosen last. Now we are sure
way, what happened to that boy the students and parents do not
you had from UC. You didn't let want anything like that to hapSW have him, did you.
.
HW, who is this new girl we
Well, you can't just sit around
have been' hearing
about from and say, "Oh, no, I don't want
is again in charge of our J. I. Case implement
Martin?
that to happen, but what can I
This is the end of the news I do about it?" You will never do
business on East Fourth Street.
wrote. If there is anymore, you anything just sitting there holdcan give the, credi tto Patsy ing your hands, get out and see
Mr. Butler again offers his prompt and
Green. She is good at doing things what can be done about the Edulike that.
cational Crisis now facing you.
courteous
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GRANDMA SAYS:
-

THEY'RE STILL TOPS FOR
FAST, EASY SEWING

c)

service, and invites his friends 'back
home' for genuine Case parts and service. A
full line of Case implements and parts at all
times is our aim.

Give Hugh a trial and see what real service is.
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Large,non-glare
reflector. "LigMens" your work
at needle.
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$2.11 per
Now Every Fundy
Full Price S189.9!
Con Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Eiectric Cooking!
You'll never find a bigger, better buy
than this one!
We offer you a genuine 1950 Hotpoint Flettric Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easi.
est terms its town! All the joys of
can be yours, yet
cooki.g
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! tome in and judge for
yout self!
LOOK TO

a By the Makers of
America's Leading
Electric Ranges
•DEEPWELL COOKER
•CALROD

UNITS

•HI-SPEED BROILER
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCELAIN FINISH

w_
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SEWMACHINES

01AL TENSiON

Portables and Furniture Styled Cabinets
Smooth,l'eliable Domestic Sewmachines for
faster, easier sewing. The famous Domestic
your grandmother used — and liked so well
— with all the modern features added.
Come in and try one yourself. Watch its
smooth operation. Learn the many exclusive
features that can help your sewing ... and
thrill to the handsome, special purpose
cabinets designed for use as desks, tables,
lamp stands for any room in the house.
I Headquarters For All Sewing Machine Supplies
Oil ... Belts ... N•edles ... Parts

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main Street

101;iti
..442)
111'1

PRINCETON SEED CORN

CONTROL

ERminates guess
work. Just set it
by number ond
forget it.

EARLE & TAYLP9
AUTOMATIC
BOBBIN WINDER
Disengages automatically when
bobbin is properly filled.

IMPLEMENT COMFANY
110 East Fourth Street
—PHONE 195—

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Remember—We Are Still Distributors for

Fulton
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"ALL FARMERS ARE INVITED"
says Williams Hdwe. Co.

ha!John Caere Oda

BUICK STYLE IS NEU AMIN

JOHN
DEERE
DAY

question now as to who has the ball
.
on automobile styling!

N

Take a look at almost any blockful of new
cars— and you will see once more the
sweep and dip of tapering fenders that
Buick pioneered — and that the whole
country went for with a joyous whoop
and holler.

FEB. 17
J. E: Williams, local John Deere
Dealer, invites all fa.mers and
their families to attend his big
John Deere Day Program at the
Orpheuzn Theatre on Feb. 17. Admission will be by ticket only,
but tickets can be obtained free
of charge at the Williams Hardware Company.
The 'aature picture "Roots in
the Sc0", is a -dramatization of
life in .ural America. Its action
centers around a small - town
bank, r ind his family who play
an im ,rtant part in community
activites. Richard Travis and
Rochelle Hudson play leading

roles supportea by three of HolI...wood's best younger actors: and
actresses, plus a cast of unusual
ability. It will prove to be top
ntertainment for the entire family.
Several other brand new alltalking pictures will be shown.
Th."1/ cover modern farm equipment and latest farming practices
evs‘ry farm famly will find intercstliv! and worthwhile to see.
Be sure to stop in at Williams
Hardware Co., for your free tickats. if vo:, haven't received them
or if you need more.

now, of course,
They're a little smoother
are molded right into
rounded a bit—and
the body. And they flow sweetly into
rear-fender forms that look for all the
world like a jet plane's power plant.

Then look how wonderfully they are
topped off in the upperstructure—with
wide, curving, one-piece windshields, and
with smart„ Buick-originated wrap-around
back windows!

price from just above the lowest brackets
to the fine-car field.
Come in to see your Buick dealer—and
start traveling in the smartest styling of
the times.

Y

es, Buick style is here
again. The sleek,swift-lined
style that has put Buick
right in the fashion forefront of postwar America.
And you can have it in a
choice of many sleek and
roomy models, ranging in
Tuns In HENRY J. TAYLOR. ABC Network, every Monday

Phone your BUICK dealer tor a demonstration —Right Nowt

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANy
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucic•
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The Third Time The
Anti-Trust Lawyers Were Wrong!
Is it a crime to give people more good food for their money?
For 90 years A&P has devoted all its energies to this end.
For many months now the anti-trust lawyers from Washington have been giving stories to the newspapers, making speeches and talking over the radio about this company.
They have been making serious and damaging allegations about the methods. tl.at enable A&P to
give its customers better food values.
eges ag&ina us that
We have already told you about other times the anti-trust lawyers mz,ide
were proved utterly false in court.
In the left-hand column on this page you can read what the federal judges had to say about those
two cases.
Now we are going to tell you about the third time a federal judge decided against the anti-trust lawy,.,s.

What Has Gone Before
Today's ad is the third in a series telling
about times the anti-trust lavryers made
serious and damaging charges against A&P
that the courts decided were not true.
In the first ad in this series we told you about the time
the anti-trust lawyers charged that A&P, and other
good American citizens. conspired to fix the price of
bread in Washington.
These charges were false.

That was the time Federal Judge T. Alan
Goldsborough instructed the jury to bring
in a verdict of "not guilty".
It was the time he said to the anti-trust lawyers:

"If you were to show this record to any
experienced trial lawyer in the world,
he would tell you that there was not any
evidence at all.
.
over forty
my
in
never
have
I
"Honestly,
case that
a
tried
secn
ence
experi
years'
evidence
of
devoid
ely
absolut
as
was
I have
truth.
honest
the
is
That
this.
as
never seen one like it."
But that was not the only time the anti-trust lawyers
made such serious -allegations" against A&P which
were false.

In our second ad we told you about the time
in Wilson, North Carolina, they charged
A&P's fresh fruit and vegetable buying subsidiary, and other good American citizens,
with conspiring to fix and depress prices
paid farmers for pota.toes in North Carolina,
Virginia and Maryland.
Here again, as in the \Washington bread case, the charges
were false.

This was the time Federal Judge C. C.
Wyche directed the jury to bring in a verdict of "not guilty".
It was the time he said to the anti-trust lawyers:
"I have studied this case from the very
outset. In my opinion there is no testimony produced from which it cart reasonably be inferred that the defendants
entered into a combination to depress
or lower the price of potatoes.
"I might say that I never tried a case in
my life where a greater effort, more
work, more investigation had been
done, combing almost with a fine-tooth
comb to gather evidence, as was done
in this case.
"But, as was said a long time ago, you
can't make brick without straw, and
you can't make a case without facts."
ruNi

The Dallas Anti-Trust Suit
Judge Atwell also said to the anti-trustlawyers:
"If the indictment is not good then it is better
to find out before an expensive trial than it is
after an expensive trial. I do not think it
is good, and thinking that, it is my drdy to
sustain the demurrers and motion to quash."
In short, Federal Judge Atwell threw the antitrust lawyers and their case rightout of his court.

In 1942 the anti-trust lawyers went out to Dallas,
Texas, 1,400 miles from the homes of most of
the defendants, and instigated criminal charges
against A&P.
About this case one thing was sure.
Their previous experience did not deter the anti-trust lawyers
from making more inflammatory and damaging allegations.
just as they had done before.

So that makes three times that the anti-trust lawyers made
damaging allegations against A&P. In tWO of these cases
a
federal judges said they were all wrong. In the third case
ancl
natory
inflanu
was
nent
indictr
the
that
federal judge said
he would not even permit the case to be tried.
Dallas
The anti-trust lawyers were not satisfied with the
decision.
Neither were they satisfied with the two other decisions is
which federal courts administered stinging rebukes to them.

They made practically the same allegations they
are making today.
Federal Judge W. H. Atwell ruled that the case should not
even be tried. He said that the indictment contained inflammatory statements that he would not permit to be presented
to a jury.

Judge Atwell said to the anti-trust lawyers:
"If I thought was presiding over a court and
that I might have to sentence some person
because he was a great big fellow,or because
he was a Lilliputian, would feel like resigning.God knows we don't want it ever to occur
in America that the size is going to determine
whether a man is guilty or innocent."

They were still determined to destroy A&P.
In our next ad we will tell you how they continued their campaign in this case in the Circuit
Court of Appeals and subsequent proceedings.
We will show you how, once again, they disagreed with the courts.
•

proves that the American people don't want A&P
Everything that has happened since this suit was filed
destroyed.
of life and thousands of editorials in newspapers and
A deluge-of letters from people in all walks
in A&P.
magaziro-is conyince us that the public has faith
patronage has made this company big, are buying from us in
The house-wives of this nation, who_se
e.
increasing numbers and increasing volum
rs allege we have exploited, are rushing to our support.
Our suppliers, whom the anti-trust lawye
A&P employees enjoy the best wages, hours and working
1,abor leaders, mindful of the fact that
suit.
conditions, are taking a stand against the
the anti-trust lawyers allege are hurt by our competition,
Even many of our good competitors, who
they don't like this attack on A&P.
have taken ads to tell the public that
e realize that the suit to destroy A&P is really a suit against
All this indicates that the American peopl
real competition.
eilciency, against low prices and against
to let the anti-trust lawyers in Washington blow the wh:_stle
Apparently most Americans do not want
and more efficient job and grows big in the process.
on any businessman who does a better
to try to sell the best quality food at the lowest possible price.
No one can make them believe it is a crime

.in which the anti-trust lawyers
So here were two cases
g charges against A&P,in which
damagin
seriously
made
to support
the judge decided that there were no facts
charges.
those

Today, we want to tell you about the third
time--this time in Dallas, Texas--the court
decided against the anti-trust lawyers.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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Speight, Buel Carlisle, Laverne pings were read by Mrs.
of Golden Gloria roses.
Jake
were -21.iss McCree and V. E. Clayton.
bridesmaids
The
Mrs. B. Bs AlexandHuddleston,
the
Mrs. Carlisle dismissed
Patsy Callihan of Jacksonville,
er, Mrs. R. C. Pickering, Mrs. Jess
bride, meeting with prayer. The hostess Nichols and Mrs. Bennett.
Florida, a cousin of the
eighteen
to
refrestments
served
Beverly
Miss Bonnie Kistner of
Mrs. Perry L. Stone gave an
Miss Marilee members.
Hills, Chicago,
intereiting talk on the "Earlier
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Scott.
Beadles and Miss Peggy
Missionaries in Japan." Questions
canary
of
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Their dresses
MISS BAR,BARA HOMRA
yellow satin idential to that of AND GUESTS SPEND
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as
were
honor
of
the maid
WEEKEND IN FULTON
arm
accessories. They carried
Miss Barbara Homra. a student
bouquets of Cavalier-roses.
and of Lindenwood College, St. CharBushart
Misses Susan
schoolmates,
Carole Callihan of Washington, les, Mo., and five
of Kansas
D. C., cousins of the bride were Misses Tilley Hagerty
in City. Mo., Rosie Lee Sly of Sairjunior bridesmaids, dressed
bauffant frocks of ciel blue taf- fax, Mo., Jerry Natty of BrookMiss ,
feta. Triple rows of velvet rib- haven, Miss., Jerry is
bon were used on the berthas and Homra's roomate, Mary Talley of
and Grathan
Ill.,
skirts of their dresses. They wore Decautur,
blue poke bonnets and carried Briagine of West Point, Miss..!
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nosegays of
Mrs. F. A.
and
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parents, Air.
Gloria roses.
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Little Miss Lynn Bushart and Homra on Norman street.
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Callihan had worn in the wedding of the bride's mother.
Perfectionist
Jack Bain of Glen Falls, N. Y.,
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Weaks, Read Holland, Robert W.
--because it's
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Snow, Billy Terry and
Browder.
PERFECT
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Eisenberg
--and because it's
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fashioned with a square neckline
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•
orchid corsage.
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Following the cegemony a re• Fine Craftsmanship!
• Very Latest Modern Design!
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• Lovely hand-matched Veneers! • Moth-defying interior
aunt and uncle of the bride. The
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Mr. and Ws. C. E. groups but mostlY for tiaavy leaf ind for the ,svesoil were as folMayfield,
Williams, Kara, Mrs. Bettie and good thin leaf. Some grades lows:
Williams and J. S. Ladd drove to were unchanged from the week
Week Ending Fcb. 7, 1950
Market
Mr. before.
Memphis Sunday to visit
Mesdames, E. W. Sublette and
Av.
and Mfis. Ural Cupples, Mr. and
Lbs.
Larger proportions of nondesLaverne Sublett were hostesses
Mrs. Harold Hopkins and son.
1,147,300 821-58
unsafe or- Mayfield, Ky.
script and tobacco
to a lovely buffet supper Satur974,821 25.I4
J. S. Ladd is visiting Mr. and der lowered the quality. The Murray, Icy.
Miss
day night complimenting
Mrs. Juston Nanney this week.
bulk, continued to consist of low
H. C.
Lott Emma Chenaie and
2,122,121 24.1i
and Mrs. Johnnie Koontz and fair lugs, fair and good heavy TOTAL
FULTON ROUTE 3 of Mr.
married
were
Sams, Jr., who
Detroit are visiting Mr. and and thin leaf nondescript. Over
Sunday.
Mrs. C. E. Williams
Season Through Feb, 7,
Mrs. Alvin Foster and other rela- 13 percent of the mirketing were
of i
arrangements
Beautiful
Market
Mrs. Bettie Williams spent last tives here.
in unsafe order.
'
used
were
flowers
spring
with
weekend in Water Valley
Av.
Lbs.
Association
Fteceipts of the
throughout the house. The beautiher cousin, Mrs. Minnie Pigue.
3,803,506 $23.97
through February 1, under the Mayfield, Ky.
dining
,
table
was
appointed
fully
Alton Neely visited his mother,
4,443,222 25.60
Government loan program, were Murray, Ky.
overlaid with a lace cloth, cen-j
who is in the hospital ip Hopkinsreported as 2.9 million pounds
of I
tered with an arrangement
ville, this past weeAnd
and I
for $23.75 per hundred. The de- TOTAL .... .... 8,246,728 2, 85
spring flowers in a crystal bowl I
found her well and happy, We
averages re
These markets
liveries represent around 47 perDISTRICT
WESTERN
flanked by white lighted candles.
hope she will be back home soon.
made available as general inl
cent of sales through that date.
FIRE-CURED
presented
Miss Chenaie was
Mr. and Mrs. Everette Willsales and maton only and do pot refi ct
Because of heavy
Average prices for most grades
china by her former suite mates
iams, Kara and Mrs. Bettie Willlarge amounts of tobacco in un prices paid for tobacco on aqi
fireDistrict
Western
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offered
The
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list
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Murray
of
iams visited Mr. and Mrs. Ross
differ It
plants are ity basis as among
safe order, packing
included: Mrs. Bill Edwards of
Williams in Mayfield
Friday, cured tobacco markets this week congested with unprocessed pur- markets. The only quality p, e
flucSlight
steady.
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Mallory
Paducah, Miss Minnie
drove to Paducah and visited L.
chases. After the auctions of Feb- guide of any servic 2 to farmer: s
and Sanford Price of Priaceton,
J. Williams awhile.
tuations were observed but only ruary 7 it was decided to limit that showing the
prices
Miss Betty Ann Easley, Jac% AusMr. and Mrs. J. H. Stephens to the extent of 50c to $1.00 for sales to 1,000 baskets on Wed- grzides. This information is pubtin, Ray Steele, Miss liatricia
gains
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Will- the most part. Losses and
nesday and 750 on Thursday to lished weekly in the U. S. D. A.
Sublette and guests of honor.
iams and family awhile Thursday were about equally divided. Vol- help relieve this condition.
reports of average prices by-Gcvnight.
ume of offerings was heairy.
Reported gross pounds sold and r-rnment grades and may be obMRS. BARDFORD
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrish are Quality of offerings was lower.
the tatned from Tobacco Inspectors
averages by. markets for
HOSTESS TO
Tobacco week ending
The Federal-State
the proud parents of a fine son.
February 7, 1950 at warehouses.
BRIDGE CLUB —
Market News Service reports
Mother and son are doing fine.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Rep. Kentucky will also be repreMrs. Nettie Brown spent last gross sales for the period ending
Mrs. L. O. Bradford was gracIn West Kentucky
Frank L Chelf, Lebanon, Ky., sented on the show by Vice-Presi2,122,121 Most Complete Stock
totaled
week with her brother and wife, February 7
ious hostess to the Tuesday aftertearns with Rep. Louis C. Rabaut dent Alben Barkley. The Veep
hundred.
per
$24.84
for
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Mr.
and
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Bob
Cannon.
"Wagon
of
noon bridge club at tier home on
(D., Mich.) at rehearsals for the may give a rendition outdo
Frank Parrish is visiting his The average was 72c less than
him,
Nobody can
Th ird street.
unique Old Gold Original Ama- Wheels."
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mood." He
the
in
I'm
"if
says,
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Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs. Parks teur Hour (V.I.P. edition) featurMr. and Mrs. Elmer
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Cannon up the previous week. Season
Weeks and Mrs. Paul Westpheling bigwigs of the nation's capital along to share a role in the show. and Mrs. Clara Williams
enjoyed gross were brought to 8,246,728
as entertainers.
ing, Sr., of St. Joseph, Mo., were
Rep. Chelf plays an instrument the nice dinner prepared by trw pounds for $24.85.
The occasion is a Corstitution that looks like an old-fashioned
guests to the club.
Miracle ware agent at the home
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a two wcas vis21. to
Fulton were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarive Thorpe .s attend- daughter. Mrs. Robcrt Witty
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ing Wring market in Chicago, Ill.,
ac- Mrs. Clarence Vickery
Birm:ngharn, Ala. She was
this wculi..
Mr.
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by
and
companied home
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffin spun'
B 11:.. Hoiora and two friends
Witty.
Mrs.
with
Troy
of Peabody School in Nashville
in
weekend
the
spent the weekend with his parT. M. Exum continues ill at his Griffin's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra. home on Walnut street.
!Cecil Williams.
Evaporated
Large Paper
Mr. and Mrs: Tom Cursey and
Mrs. Hugh Pigue and Mrs. Joe :1 Mrs. Jessie Raines of Kenton
(Pint)
Shell
family have moved from Third ' Bennett, Jr., accompanied the spent the weekend with
her
Lb. 35'
• street to College street.
nineth grade of South Fulton to • daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe.
Lb.
LB.
10
I
atthe
they
spent
where
Friday
McRee
Memphis
Rebecca
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bushart and
Johnson tended the Holiday on Ice at El- weekend in Milan, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Griffin was a Saturday
Roy
Kentucky - Miss- , lis Auditorium.
attended the
LB.
15(
LB.
issippi basketball game in Mem- I Miss Martha Bell Wiggins has night visitor in Troy, Tenn.
Little David Long is sick with
phis Saturday night.
!returned from a weekend visit in tonsilitus at this writing.
Chicagp.
Jriel,J4
••
...AUL
Ben Jarrett Matthews is exEvaporated
HUNTS 12-oz.
/renn.,'is tfie guest. oy -her
Mrs. C. C. Maxfield is 'visiting pected home from the Kennedy
Per Lb.
sister, Mrs. Hubert_ Bennett and hre daughter, Miss Marian Max- Hospital in Memphis.
Elder and chilMr. Bennett on Fourth ltreet.
i field in in Chicago.
Mrs. Martha
Choice, Evap.
LB.
Monday
dren of Kenton spent
Mr. and Mrs. Baucom Tegethher sister, Mrs. Jack
with
night
Lb.
off and son, Bobby Joe, Mrs. VinPIERCE STATION
Lowe.
cent Furst and Mrs. Guy Ball
a
Mrs. Billie Stem attended
25-LB.
to have
enge of Carbondale, Ill., attendeci , Our community' seems
$1.10
Several homes beauty operators meeting in PaSACK
the funeral of their uncle, W. C. a handy burglar.
Friensley held at Pilot Oak Tues- I
SELF RISING
Bulk
day.
Mayfield
POPULAR COUPLE
HONORED WITH
BUFFET SUPPLR

Kentucky Congressman Plays New Role in Nation's Capital

ducah Monday night.
Mrs. Charles Lowe and Mrs.
William Long visited Mrs. Jim
Lowe in Fulton Sunday afternon.
Pierce spent
Mrs. Christine
Tuesday with her mother, Mrs.
Lon Green near Johnson /Grove.
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GROCERY COMPANY

Mrs. Clyde Williams of Detroit
is the guest of Mrs. Charlie Holloway and Mr. Holloway.

ORPHEUM1
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Miss Mary Lee Haws, Miss
Marilee Beadles and guests, AudDana Freeman I
ree Long and
have returned to Florida South- ,
ern College, Lakeland, Fla., after attending the Hindman-Miller
wedding.
Miss Jackie Bard has returned
to the University of Kentucky,
spending the
Lexington, after
semester holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard.
Miss Anna Lou (Ann) Caldwell
was recently appointed tnrolling
vicinity for
secretary of this
Draughon's Business College of
Paducah, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta are on
a two weeks trip ta Orlqhdo and
other points of intereit in Fla.

FRIDAY — SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 10 - 11

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
Warner Baxter
--in—
DEVILS HENCHMAN

Wed. - Thurs.

FEBRUARY 12-13-14

FEBRUARY 15-16

"Love's Not
Like Football,
Baby—One
Fumble... #
and You're
Through!"

Do you setter distress from

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

ieri°

which makes yeu
NERVOUS several
Rays 'before' /
Do femalefunetional monthly
ailments make
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
restless. weak—at such times,
or just before your period?
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkhain's Conipound works
through the synipathetic nervous system. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
helpsbuildupreAstanceagainst
this annoying distress.
Truly the wornan's friend,
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TAELETRI
with added iron.

°;',':No1;161.`'

lag
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I

WYOMING BANDIT
—with—
Allan °Rocky' Lane

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

Dr. and Mrs. William C. Miller
of Gaithersburg, Maryland,' have
returned to their home after at--

ior

1.59
APPLES
5°
PURE LARD
canPound
21c
GRAPE JUICE
Be
43(
POTATOES
19'
PRUNES
DRY SALT BUTTS
21c
PEACHES
15'
CHILI SAVE
19°
APRICOTS
39c
SLICED BACON
ACRO FLOUR
CORN
RAISINS
51c
ACRO MEAL
10-LB. ..
Seedless
No. 2
10C
A & H 6 PKGS.
LB. 19e
15c Can
SODA
69(‘
"Pint" HUMKO OIL FREE! with
DATE & NUT LOAF PKG. 19c
3-Lb. Can HUMKO
CAKE
No. 1
11`
XPERT
33'
CHILI STAR
PKG.
MIX
ALL MEAT
EXTRACT STRAWBERRY 13e
33'
HASH
LIBBY c°RN
BEEF
TISSUE
FACIAL
10" COLGATE
SCOTT
DENTAL
TISSUE
80 COUNT
10e
NAPKINS - PAPER
CREAM
"Dc'itskin"
Colored
50°
TABLE CLOTH
43'
39"
SIZE
PLASTIC
25'
COVERS
PECANS

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Baird of
Memphis attended the Hindman-Miller wedding here Saturday.

ip!

• liitge 7

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
• VEGETABLE COMPOUND •
Nvme,wieuellies

_
e-rs/ t t
JEANNE CRAIN
ETHEL BARRIMORE
ETHEL WATERS
WILLIAM IUNOICAN
DMA F AMUCK

VICTOR MATURE
NUE BM
OATH SCOTT
SORRY TORS
11010 tatkii
ASY \\Y
PAUL STEWART • JACK PA AR
end THE LOS ANGELES RAMS
PrrOutel by ROMP SPARKS • lliisclyd by
MONS 1111,11111(bb • Strum Play by Mules Sam

PKG.
10'
RINSO
3 FOR 25'
PALMOLIVE
TOILET
OCTAGON
SOAP
1,
SHINOLA SHOE
POLISH
LAUNDRY
PLASTIC BROOMS
STOVES
LAMP WICKS
No.
1298 LANTERNS
18

PINT
ETHYL CLEANER BOTTLE
Large
SUPER SUDS
SPURLOCK
BLUING
FLAKES
10'
LUX
Each
LAMP
99°
4 FOR
CHIMNEY
5c
Each
10t
19'

Keco Lay Mash, 100-lbs.

4.00

Rve-Grass (Seed) per lb.

Keco Starting Mash (print bag)

4.70

Red-Top (Seed) per lb.

Keco Hog Fatner (100-lbs.)

3.85

SALT, 100-lbs. "Soft-T"
;•7'

/ 7,

1.35
'
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March 13 in the home of Nancy
Counce. They will meet once a
month on the second Monday
in
nights. All girls interested
belonging to this group are invited to attend thesr meetings.
Mrs. Atilla Hemphill conducted
the devotional and gave a most
inspiring lesson on "Career and
Business Women." The Biblical
characters studied were, Miriam,
the sister of Moses, Deborah, the
Lydia, a Christian
prophetess,
business woman and Phoebe at
Cenchreae, concluded with prayer.
The program was given by Mrs.
Jack Irvine, program chairman.
The subject was, "The World
Must Learn to Read—Having the
B ble is not Enough." . She was
able assisted by Mrs. R. H. St.
John, Miss Josephine White, Mrs.
BillY Fry and Mrs. Sue White. A
lovely piano solo was rendered
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The Woman's Page
PHONE 926
ELIZABETH IVITTY, Editor,
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Lois Jean Hindman Honored
With Pre-Nuptial Parties
Climaxing a series of pre-nup- home of Mrs. Harry Murphy, Mrs.
tial partes given the past two Ann Whitnel, Mrs. Elizabeth
weeks for Miss Lois Jean Hind- Snow and Mrs. J. C. Scruggs enman; who was married Saturday tertained with a lovely
dinner
to Rodney Arthur Miller of Gaithrehearsel.
the
preceding
bufersburg, Md., was the lovely
Only members of the wedding
fet supper given Thursday night
by Mr. and Mrs. Leon Browder, party, immediate family arid out
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. 1101land and of town guests were included ic
Mr. and Mrs. Alf Hornbeak at the guest list. Invited guests weri.
the Browder home.
Arthur
The guest list included: Miss Miss Hindman, Rodney
Hindman, Mr. Milled, Jack. Bain Miller. Mrs. M. NV. Haws, Mrs. L.
of Glen Falls, N. Y.,-Mrs. M. W. H. Howard, Dr. and Mrs. William
Haws, Dr. and Mrs. William
lolillcr. Dr. and Mrs. L. T. CallaMiller of Gaithersburg, Md., Mrs. han, Miss Bonnie Kistner, Jaek
D.
Washington,
of
Jack Stewart
Bain, Mrs. James E. Jobes and
C., Dr. and7rs. Thomas Callahan Mrs. H. Haws, Miss Mary Lee
Lee
Mary
Midt
Washington,
of
Haws, Miss Marilee Beadles Dana
Haws, Audree Long, Mis's Marilee Freaman, Audree Long, Dr. and
Beadles, Dana Freeman, Mis. Mrs. Ward Bushart, Miss Peggy
Lloyd Emery of Paducah, Rev. Scott, Miss Susan Bushart, Miss
and Mrs. C. E. Hawkins, Dr,,siel- Carole Callahan, Miss Lynn BusMrs. Ward Bushart, Mr. ancl;Mrs. hart, Lynn Thomas, Callahan, Mr.
Parks Weaks, Billy Terry, Robert and Mrs. Parks Weaks, Billy TerW. Snow, Jack Browder.
ry, Robert W. Snow, Jack BrowFr1day night at 7 o'clock at the der, Read Holland, Billy Murphy,
Roy Hines, Mrs. Lloyd Emery,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry, Miss
Bertie Sue Meacham, Mr. and
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Mary
McGranahan, Rev. and Mrs. C.
E. Hawkins.
a
The concluding party was
brunch given by Mrs. Maxwell
McDade, Mrs. Hendon Wright and
Baird
Saturday
Mrs. Horton
and
morning at 11 o'clock at the McDade home on Third street.
Guests were: Miss Hindman,
Do you suffer from hot flushes,
Mr. Myer, Dr. and Mrs. William
emotions
nervous tension, upset
C. Miller, Dr. and Mrs. L. T. Calldue to functional 'change of life'
ahan,- Mrs. Jack Stewart, Mrs.
(38-52 years)—that period when
fertility ebbs away, when emMary McGranahan of Paducah,
barrassing symptoms of this naRoy Hines of Paducah, Miss Bonture may betray your age?
nie ICistner, Jack
Bain, Mrs.
Then start taking Lydia E.
FITTklisun's Vegetable Compound
Lloyd Emery, Dana Freeman and
to relieve such symptoms. No
Audree Long of Florida Southern,
other medicine of this type for
Mrs. H. Haws and Mrs. James E.
women has such a long record of
success. Taken regularly, PinkJobes of Indianapolis, Miss Patsy
ham's Compound helps build up
Calahan, Jacksonville, Fla., Miss
resistance against this annoying
Mary Lee Haws, Miss Marilee
middle-age distre.ss. Truly the
woman's friend!
Beadles, Miss Peggy Scott, RobNote: Or you may prefer Lydia
ert W. Snow, Jack Browder Bill
E. Pinkham's TABLETS with
Terry, Read Holland, Mr. and
added iron. Any drugstore.
Dr. and Mrs.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S Mrs. Parks Weaks,
Ward Bushart, Mrs. L. H. How• VEGETABLE COMPOUND
ard and Mrs. M. W. Haws.

HOT FLUSHES?

WHEN WE SAY

SERVICEWE DO MEAN

SERVICE!
FASTER .. . delivery made
within a week.
KINDER ... soft water and gentle soaps treat your latindrs
with the greatest of care.
CHEAPER . . . save your time, health and dollars with our
economical, trouble-free service.
BRIGHTER . . . linens sparkle with
clones retain original brightness.

PARISIAN

cleanliness; colored
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LAUNDRY — CLEANER
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TRY ON THE AIR CUSHIONED
McCOY
el TH' DIFFERENCE

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

204 5IAIN STREET

FULTON, K

YOUR 110ST OF TIIE AIRWAVES
The Coca-Cola Company presents

,
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"He MUST be married. That looks like the kind of dog
that only a woman would own:"
LOU EMMA CHENAIE,
H. C. SAMS, JR.,
WED FEBRUARY 5
In a simple but
impressive
ceremony Sunday afternoon, February 5 at 2:30 o'clock at
the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph William Chenaie on Pearl
street, Miss Lou Emma Chenaie
became the bride of Herman
Claude Sams, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Clatide Sams, Sr., of
Fulton.
Rev. Louis D. Ferrell of the
First Baptist Church officiated.
The marriage vows were exchanged before the mantle in the
living room which was beautifully decorated with a fan arrangement of White gladioli and greenery.
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her father, wore a
spring suit of grey gabardine
with a pink crepe blouse and a
dusty pink felt bonnet trimmed
in matching flowers. She wore a
single strand of pearls and carried a purple orchid on a prayer
book.
Miss Patricia Sublette was maid
of honor. She wore a cherry red
:wit with black accessories and ,
her corsage v,ras gardenias.
Jack Austin served Mr. Sams
as best man.
The bride's mother
wore a
black crepe
model
featuring,
black beading and a corsage of
gardenias.
The mother of the groom wore
a black gabardine suit with black
accessories and a
corsage of
gardenias.
Followiag the ceremony a reception was held. The bride's tabl
WILT overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a
beautiful
three tiered wedding cake centered with a miniature bride and
groom and garlanded with white
flowers and- greenry.
Miss Minnie Mallory and Mrs.
Bill Edwards poured punch and
Mrs. E. H. McKnight served the
cake. Misses Linda Sams and
Jane Austin assisted in serving.
Later In the afternoon the
couple left for an unannounced
wedding trip. Upon their return
they -‘-'11 be at home to their
friends at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. B. L. Austin, 709 Vine street.
Out of town guests were: Mr.
and
and Mrs. Doris Valentine
son, Buddy, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Valentine all of Memphis, Sandford Price and Miss Minnie Mallory of Princeton, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Edwards of Paducah,
Newbern,
Miss Jean Hinkle of
Tenn.

t:11GEN with CHARLIE MCCARTHY —.CBS 8p.m.EST every Sunday
And every day... wlierevor you trawl, thefamiliar rra' tookr
n pair HOST OF TIIE HIGHWAYS... tiosT TO
TIIE WORKER in office and shop...
HOST TO THIRSTY MAIN STREET
the country over.

Atilla Hemphill a- cohostess
The meeting was called to order by the group singing. "I Love
by
to tell the Story," follov,-ed
Walker,
prayer by Mrs. Glenn
president. Mrs. Milburn Conner
read the minutes of the last meeting and roll call was held. Mrs.
Billy Fry gave the treasurer's report.
The secretary of supplies, Miss
Allie D. Williams, gave an outbe
line of the supply work to
done the remainder of the year.
brought a generous
The group
donation for supplies to be sent
to Korea.
One highlight of the meeting
was the organization of a Friendship Circle by the Intermediate
were:
elected
girls. Officers
youth chairman, Diane Palmer,
program chairman, Wanda Stephens, hostess chairman, Nancy
Counce, treasurer, Jane Hawks.
The first meeting is to be held

5c
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Itikfor u
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Call
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
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won it again.
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The WSCS of the South Fulton
circuit met Wednesday night,
February 1 in the lovely home of
Mrs.
with
Mrs. Tom Counce
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UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., MU.
•1950. The Coce-Cela Compaq
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trals-aorki owe As seers dun.

SOUTH FULTON
CIRCUIT WSCS
MEETS FEB. 1

StRVIU

Grove
Walnut
1 at
by Miss Diane Pahner. The meet- I March
ing was dismissed with prayer by I Church with Mrs. J. T. Rice, Miss
IMattye Rice and Mrs. Dick McMrs. Glenn Walker.
The hostesses served a delec- Intyre as hostesses. The meeting
table salad plate, sandwiches and time is 7:30 p. m.
punch carrying out the Valentine
motif, to twenty regular mem- I Mrs. Sam Winston has returned
bers and eight visitors.
I from a two weeks trip to CalifThe next meeting will be held ornia and Mexico.

DUK

(lad

Cfmk.Fasturfit Acacb
h.-do/F(1.5.6 eat
WH AT sterling is to silver, the Fashion Academy of New
York is to the world of fashion—the last word! And
again for 1950, as for 1949, it has selected the Ford Car
to receive its distinguished gold medal award as "Fashion Car of the Year." There is, we believe, no
greater proof of the beauty of the '50 Ford. And there's
no water proof of its fine performance than a 10-minute
"test drive." Your Ford Dealer will be glad to arrange it.

The one fine car in the low-price fiel
,-See PTest-Dita. it..al- tiow(Fel Dada's Now
i„4
j

J V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

r r- TVF, 42
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DUICEDOM ROUTE 2

Grove
lice, Miss
Dick Mcmeeting

Joyce Taylor
Mrs. Tye Finley visited
her
sister, Mrs. T. C. House one day
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls,were guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen of
McConnell Sunday.
Lee Hicks and ftimily of Paris
visited his brother, T. Hicks and
Mrs. Hicks Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy
of
Obion were Sunday guests of his
mother, Mrs. J. J. McNatt and
Mr. McNett and his sister, Mrs.
T. Rickman and Mr. Rickman
Sunday.
The people of this community
were made sad by the
passing
of uncle Willie lensley ivlonday
at 2 a. m. His funeral was held
at the
Bethlehem
Methodist
Church Tuesday afternoon. Conducted by Bro.
McMinn. He
leaves a sister, Mrs. Susie Williams of Fulton, a
number of
nieces, nephews and a host
of
friends...
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House are
sick with colds at this time.
Mr.
Mrs. Beckham Vaughan shopped in Mayfield Thursray.
A number of people from Bethlehem Chiirch were the Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Bill Matthews. Those enjoying
their hospitality were: Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Rowland and Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr
and Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Carr and Randy, Mr. and
Mrs.
Tommie Moore. Mrs. Addie Walston, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey,
Mx. and Mrs. Harold Hawks and
Harolyne, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Coltharpe and Marilyn, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks, Arthur
Lexie and La Donna, Bro. and
Mrs. McMinn and Paul, Mr. and
Mrs. O. T. Taylor, Joyce and Bettie Sue Casey.
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Casey,
Peggy and Bobby visited Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Mc McBee of Murray
Sunday.
Miss Constance Jones was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. T. Taylor and Joyce Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
visited Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Crider
Sunday.
Betty Sue Casey was the Sunday night supper guest •)f Joyce
Taylor.

returned
to Calif-

Sunday
cookr

r To

LEET

Friday,February
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FULTON ELECTRIC ow& FURNITURE CO7
1
Come in Today,get your
NEW LOCATION • •• 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

EE CKET
ON OUR FIRST DRAWING
On Saturday afternoon we will give away absolutely
F'REE a Table Lamp to some lucky ticket - holder who has
come in our store before then and gotten his or her FREE
TICKET.

WHY SHOULDN'T IT BE YOU ?
There are no strings attached to this offer: you have
nothing to buy; all we want you to do is to come in our store

THIS WEEK'S AWARD and get your ticket. This is our way of building traffic in and
Beautiful Nylon Shade, out of our store .... we like to see plenty of faces around all
Modern-Style Plastic
the time!

Table Lamps
Value 19.95
Absolutely Free!

After Saturday, another big drawin
. g, with new awards.
will be hekl NEXT WEEK,and EACH WEEK through February. So come in NE3C1' WEEK,too, and get another ticket!
You do not have to be present to win;'the winners will be notified of their good fortune!

Hustle Polsgrove visited Hugh
Adkins Wednesday night.

BUY
you cAtir
8ErrER
A
gooMow avAma

PITTSBURGH

HAVE YOUTSHOPPED OUR STORE LATELY
People Say our Store is Fulton's House of

WATERSPAR

1000 BARGAINS

Far Aii Types
°"nrerior
and
Exterior
Surfaces

Coal Scuttles

Percolator Tops

Children's Wagons
Chinaware

Electric Wiring
All Kinds of Paints

Dinette Sets

Radios

Flashlights
Plastic Window Shades
Linoleum
All Kinds of Electrical Gadgets
Cookie Cutters
Phonograph Records

,
PiTTSB0R611
WATERSPAR
E.NANtEL

arm
Wcrterspar Enamel is
economical to use. It
brushes on smoothly and
evenly and retains its high
luster for years.
FLORNID11—

Interior or exterior
floors.
SUN-PROOF—

$5.15
$5.13

House Paint

One coat Flat.

$4.00

PITTSBURGH PAINTS
LooK BETTE-R
LoNGER!
Corn* In t•day for PIM beskInt,
•nr.eler Dynnaoles
yenr Nemo."

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Church St.

Phone 909

IMitsarmall1M11.61,7=1/111

Bargains in

All Kinds of Household Glassware

END TABLES RADIOS
We have an assortment of odds
and ends left: some solid woods,
some veneers: some stained and
varnished finishes.

VALUES TO $19.95

HALF PRICE

Odd Chairs

1

We Repair

24 - HOUR SERVICE

Lamps

Occasional Tables

-Itirrors
Soap Dishes

Alarm Clocks

Stove Wicks
Aluminum Ware

Wash Tubs

Furniture PcdiSh
Empty Lard Pails

This Week's Hit Parade
1. Dear hearts and gentle people.

6. There's No Tomorrow.

2. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy.

7. Johnson Rag.

3. Rag Mop.

8. Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo.

4. The Old Master Painter.

9. A Dreamer's Holiday.

5 I Can Dream, Can't I.

10. I Said My Pajamas.

IN TODAY - - - - OUT TOMORROW
We have a complete line of tubes,
parts, Etc.

NEW RECORDS ARRIVING DAILY!

PICKUP and DELIVERY

Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come 'in and Browse Arouncff

The Fulton County News, Fulton, KentuckY
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Romberg Returns to Paducah Feb. 16th

Origniated In 1937

Friday, February 10, 1950

Mrs. Ray Rose of Paducah visited her mother, Mrs. Jewell Cooley Monday.
James Alvin Workman, Lynn
P. Browder and Charles McMurry have returned to the University of Kentucky after spending
a week, between semesters, wit•
home folks and friends.
Mrs. Emma Butts, formerly in
the first unit, but now a patient
in the Haws Hospital is slowly
improving.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Eunice
Harrison were: Mr. and Mrs. Ab
Dublin and little son, Donald, Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Fuller and Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Fuller of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wallace
attended a good ballgame in Mayfield last Saturday night.
Mrs. Ruth Mayhall visited her
brother in Hornbeak, Tenn., last
Sunday.
Gerald Harrison spent Saturday night with Glen Roberts.

Boa7 back with us in the waistband section. It has been about
six years, hasn't it, Evelyn?
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Grubbs
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Doris Lacewell.
A Merical Maid
supper ‘vas
given in the
home of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Wilson Friday, February 3. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Roy
House, Mr. and
Mrs. Eluie Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Grubbs and Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Matheny.
Mr. and Mrs. James Grubbs,
Irene Jackson and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Grubbs attended the funeral of Mr. Walter Grubbs' brother, Bob Gritbbs of Detroit. He
was laid to rest near Dresden.
We wish to express our deepest
sympathy to his family and host
of friends.
Anna Belle
Weaver
visited
Lucille McDaniel Tuesday after-

noon.
We would like to say here and
now, if our work holds out, our
news will hold out. If we don't
work we can't write.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson
were in Murray howling Sunday
afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. David Gillim and
baby of Sasfras Ridge were the
Sunday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Wiley and son.
Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Matheny and family.
to
Jackie Bard has returned
the
Lexington after spending
mid-term vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bard.
Wilkerson, Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Dorothy Wilbur and Shirley have
Fulton
217 Main
returned from a week's vacation
other
in Detroit, Canada and
WE MAKE
points- of interest.
YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen were
Mary Nell Grubbs
the Sunday
guests of Mr. and
OLD RADIO
Evelyn Daugherty
Mrs. Parrom Owen of McConnell.
SING
A girls team from Fulton playJuanita Gambill, Mrs. Ralph
LIKE KEW
ed the Murray girls team at the
Breeden, Mr. and Mrs. Bill MattMurray bowling center Sunday.
hews, Mr. and Mrs. Butch
McGirls who played on the Fulton
Clain and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred
team were: Elizabeth Ward, SarDougthy honored Nellie Williams
ah Denny, Margaret Alexander.
with a surprise birthday supper
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!
•.
Zearl Bethel and Ruby Wilkerlast Friday night.
FOR TOP ,
son. Fulton won two out of three.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Thompson,
• A boys team frotn Fulton also
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Flitcraft and i
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
PERFORMANCE
played the Murray team. Those
son spent the weekend with Mr
We ean sttecten it ttith molasse,
.
who
played
from
Fulton
were:
and
Mrs.
Bob
Williams.
Fur top radio performance let
Marvin Denny, Duncan Alexand- GAIL MANNERS, talenlad lyric Romberg and orchestra in Padu
Nit.. and Nfrs. Pete
Peterson,
us repair
tur set u ith top
WE
HAVE
YEARS
OF
EXPERIENCE
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell
Williams,
quality parts. Our ,ork is de- er, Gus Alexander, Monroe Al- soprano appearing witi Sigmund cah on next Thursday, Feb. 16.
Wilkerson, James Robei. Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence, Mr
•
pendable--our service prompt
won two out of three.
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon, Mr. and
—yet the cost is low. Bring
S:gmund Romberg, his orches- as Blossom Time, Maytime,—DesMr. and Mrs. Butch
McClain
Mrs. Oscar Thompson, 'Mr. and
your radio in today.
entertainers return to Pa- ert Song, Student Prince, New
tra
and
and little Butch
visited some
Mrs. Walter Flitcraft, Mrs. Clara
appearance Thurs- Moon, and many others. Mr. RomWe Sell Surge Milkers
for
an
ducah
friends
recently and to -little
Williams and Carolyn Peterson
February 16 at Til- berg has played to millions of
Installed and in Operation in Three Hour,
—PROMrr ATTENT/ON—
Butch's delight he discovered a day evening,
were supptr
guests
Saturday
people during his numerous tours
PHONE 4-0-1
canary bird which he promptly ghmair auditorium.
night of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wi'!
company
is over.the U. S. and he has never
Mr. Romberg's
turned to his mother with much
iams on Mple Avenue.
In Kinds Of
artists. This sea- failed to Rlay to a full house. Each
composed
of
60
anticipation and said, "Make him
- Mrs. Ernie
Thompson sp•••
differently
son his feature artists are: Gene season his show is
squeek, Mudder,"
Make
him
P
Sunday
w.th
Mr
Mrs.
and
LIVESTOCK
AND POULTRY FEEDS
Marvey—tenor favorite who W3S planned, with new entertainers
so ueek."
Williams.
their
field.
season;
Christina
are
tops
in
with
him
last
who
and
All
Kinds of Field Seeds
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Davis visitMrs. E. E. Tosh and Jack it
of the
Tickets are now on sale by thtt
friends in
Cartsle County Carroll, considered his find
dinner with Mr. and 'di's.
year, a Metropolitan opera singer: Paducah Concert Association, P.
Sunday.
()NI- Specially:
Ky. Ad- Daugherty and children Sun•t..
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McKinney Gail Manners, a beautiful lyric O. Box 1012, Paducah,
, We are sorry to latar that s •
Kenyon. mission—$2.54 and $3.78, tax insoprano; and Kirsten
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
ah Wiley. of our sec'ion, has b:,,
beautiful blonde who starred in luded. Mail request-immediately
.
.P '
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
Rose's "Seven Lively Arts," to insure good seals; tickets will
Box
Miss Lois Keen and Chris T•atii
and "Song of Norway."
tbe returned immediately.
.Pryorsburg and Fancy Farm
SERICEA, ETC.
Sigmund Ramberg is the corn; office in Melody Mart, 618 Broadvisited Mr. and Mrs.. Bill Daughposer of such immortal favorites way, Paducah.
erty Sunday afternoon.
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
, If you notice Carlene
Boone
latter's luck to Little Lula.
the
visited
and son
smiling more than
Fencing and .Velal Roofing.
usual this
grandfather and attended a birthGuy Nell McClure attnded the ' week, Joe has been around more.
day dinner Sunday r..z Clinton.
funeral of her girl friend's fathIn case there is anyone who
doesn't know it, Raymond Brisk'Mayme, we would like for you er, who recently died.
swallowed
to tell us why you
Mrs. Ruby Wilburn was called ey went dancing at Club 22 last
that Easter egg whole or was it home recently to visit her moth- week. Don't you know Raymond,
Grc:eries --- reeds --- Seeds
an enlarged jelly bean.
er, Mrs. Nancy Aday of Ashlog, you can't keep anything from this
Phones 602 -- 603
bunch up here.
We are happy to have Jewell Ky., who is seriously ill.
We are glad to have Evel VT1
Mrs. Ruth Vaughn was in MayStinnett back with us. She has
been absent several weeks due to field shopping last Saturday.
Miss Mary Frances McKenny
the illness of her husband.
5C and 6C Unit News & Gossip of Mayfield, who is on sick leave,
Eleanor Thorpe spent Saturday is still quite ill.
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
Misses Bertie and Gaye Baugh
Fulton
Paducah shopping for furniture. She purchased a lovely new were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelen Ray.
living room suite. '
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis and
Grace Taylor was.absent Monbaby spent the weekend
with
day from work due to illness.
her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Ruth Darnell, our top stitcher,
fell out Wednesday whe she sew- Garrison.
C. C. Mayhall, husband of Mrs.
We are glad to
ed her finger.
have you back Ruth,• and hope Ruth Mayhall, is slowly improving at Kennedy Hospital in Memyou get to feeling better soon.
Edna Oneil spent the weekend phis.
Mr. and Mrs. Newt Smith and
with her parents in Clinton.
Rumors are that Rebecca Mc- Mrs. Bulah Bundridge and baby
Ree has just become
engaged. visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nabors
Come on, "Becky" tell us more. Sunday.
Mrs. Grace McAlister attended
Rebecca also spent last weekend
in Milan and
Idlewild, Tenn., the funeral of Mrs. Ethel Pitman
with friends, Miss Dorothy Orr Monday.
Buddy Perry, brother of Robert
and Mrs. Alton Dabbs.
Marrel Whitlock, our hemmer, G. Perry, left for Owensboro, Ky..
and Aggie Ford, bushier, find to enter the army air corps.
that thumbing a ride in the country isn't so easy. How about that,
Accurate ....
"Moe?"
WORKMANSHIP
We are quite proud of our cuff
tacker, Helen Jackson, for the
.... At Low Cost
fifth and sixth unit. We think she
Watches, Clocks a n d Time
is doing a very good job. Keep up Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
the good work, Helen.
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Lula Mae Harris, a bushier, has
SEE OUR NEW ENTERTAINMENT FEATURE PICTURE
informed us
that if we
have
ANDREWS
much ,more rain she will
sell
Jewelry Company
her'car and buy a boat. Better

Martha Luther
Tuesday
Services were held
Mt.
for Mrs. Ethel Pitman at
Pleasant Methodist Church. Mrs.
I:30 Sunday
Pitman died at
morning at the Fulton Hospital.
mother-irt-Iaw
of
She is the
Pauline Pitman, a top stitcher in
the second unit.
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corn
on J
Agri
TheE
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We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN

CITY ELECTRIC

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY

RUM

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

GIN

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

free/

HOME
TRIAL
OFFER!

A Word To The Wise...
10-Day Free Trial in Your Own Home
GENERAL

POTASH FERTILIZER is now available
it is expected to be scarce by
planting time.

ELECTRIC

PORTABLE DISHWASHER
No expense —no obligation. Wash your own
dishes in your own home with the new General
Electric Portable Dishwasher.

CALL US NOW PHONE 1
$10 DOWN
$2.50 PER WEEK

"WHAT'S NEW IN
JOHN DEERE FARM EQUIPMENT"

BLIT

and other new interesting
and educational pictures

We have 25"r POTASH and COMPLETE
FERTILIZERS with high-potash content

si
fi
2

NOW ON HAND
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

s!

If you are planning to buy HIGH- GRADE
FERTILIZER at planting time, we urge you to
BUY IT NOW from us while it is available.

CITY COAL COMPANY
2441 LAKE STREET
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PHONE 1
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Phone 51

Fulton

• 10, 1950
;ay here and
ads out, our
If we don't
; Alexander,
Alexander,
)e Wilkerson
ling Sunday

.ECTRIC
Fulton

fir:
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coveiing most of the period of
huge corn crops, which virtually
assures it being an all time reI (Fly the Kentucky Dept. of
cord. They exceed by 188 million
Agriculture, Division of
bushels the previous high mark
Markets)
of January 1, 1949. About 2,401
1
C. S. Corn Stocks Set Record
million bushels of this corn reaudited on
farms, 147
million
Nearly 2,830 million bushels of t
I bushels less thaa a year before.
corn were stored in all positions
Stocks of 876 million bushels of
on JanUary I, 1950, the Bureau of oats in all positions on January 1
Agricultural Economics reports. are about average for the date,
These stocks are the largest in having been exceeded 3 times and
the 7 years of comparable record exceeding the other 3 years of
comparable record. Barley stocks
of nearly 195 million bushels are
slightly below the average
for
January 1 of the past 6 years. deVeterinary Service
spite the off-farm portion of 87
million bushels being larger than
Phone 807-R
on any other January 1 of that
or Call 70
'period. Sorghum Grain stocks in
all positions on January 1 were
Dr. H.W.Connaughton nearly 112 million bushels, compared with 85 million a year beGraduate Veterinarian
fore and 46 million bushels
on
Located on Martin -Fulton
January 1, 1948.
Stocks of feed grains in KenHighway.
tucky-Sorghum, January 1, 1950,
a total of 10,000 bushels as com-

MARKFT LETTER

408 Eddings Street
Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

Ralph Breeden
Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

CE

:DS

3EED,
E,

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contrart Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky 'Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina

IR E

O.

p• m.

USED PARTS

1

USED CARS

i

WILSON'S 6ARAC2

Half-Pints

LENNOX

ITN

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

i

Furnaces Cleaned and E-paired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

,, Wire

iNS

North-and-South Atlantic.
and now $45.90.
Wednesday of this Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson and
East North
Central, and '5 per week sales were held on only
cent in the Western
Witty attended
area. In- eight markets in the state out of Miss Elizabeth
creases were reported of 2 per a total of about 25 markets
on lee in Memphis, Friin
cent each in Wisconsin and the the state out of a total of about 25 day.
COMMERCIAL fertilizer is an "exWest North Central, and 12 per ' markets.
cellent buy" and should be apcent in the South Central.
Through January 28 a total of
plied liberally to responsive crops to
Cattle Us yer, Top Ileg.s and
15
million pounds of one-suckbeat the'squeeze of high fixed costs
Veals Higher
. er-35 dark tobacco had been sold
and lower farm prices, according to
Good
and
choice
Steers
and
for
an average of 28.00. Nearly
Ed. Longnecker, Michigan State ColHeifers sold on fewer markets for 1 11 m.11ion pounds of Green Riverlege soil specialist.
the week ending January 30. The 36 had been sold averaging 27.82.
Longnecker pointed out that in the
average price on Kentucky auc- ' At Madisonville 46,540 pounds of
present period of declining farm
prices increased crop producing
ton markets was 23.94 as compar- Northern Fire-Cured-24 was sold
efficiency is vital if reasonable farm
ed with 24.64 the previous week. during the season at an average
profits are to be obtained. 'This can
Good and choice Veals averaged
of 20.84. Nearly 6 million pounds
be accomplished, he said, only if
32.75 as compared with 32.40 the
General Motor and
was
of Western Fire-Cured-23
soil productivity is maintained or
previous week. Top Hogs averagBedy Repair Work
sold through January 28 averagincreased economically.
ed 16.65 this week and 16.08 last
ing 24.83. At Hopkinsville 3,461,He recommended several steps to
week. Several markets reported
1 304 pounds of Eastern Fire-Cured
good soil management. First, he adprices over 17.00 the latter part 22 was
sold for a season's average
vised eliminating crops from land
of January.
of 28.62.
where such crops grow poorly.
Weld-fed soil produces hamper
Egg
Prices
Lowest
In
Almost
advised. too. that a soil test be made
wheat yield.
3 Years
of each field at least once during the
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Campbell Paschall St. (Martin Hi-wa
Egg prices in late
December and children, Don and Cynitha
crop rotation. The results of these give as good or better crop results as
PHONES: 1655, 1528
tests can .be considered in planning seedbed preparation that includes and early January were at rela- attended Holiday on Ice in Memdouble discing and spike-tooth har- tively low levels. The mid-Dec- phis
the fertilizer program.
Friday.
ratscasA
Fertilizer should be applied to re- rowing.
ember farm price, 40.5 cents per
sponsive feed crops such as oats,
Conservation of soil and water are dozen as a U. S. average, was
barley, wheat and alfalfa and to corn vital, he said. On rolling cropland lower even than any
springwhen grown on well suited land; also this may require one or a combina- month average reported for either
Notice to Members of
to responsive cash crops, particu- tion of practices such as cover crops, 1949 or 1948.
Previous monthly
larly potatoes, sugar beets and sod waterways, contour tillage, strip
farm prices lowed than the Dec.
wheat. As cash crop prices decline, cropping, diversions or terraces.
such acreage should be reduced and Where wind erosion is a problem, figures are found only by gothe acreage of productive sod crops field strip cropping and windbreaks'ing back as fai as the early spring
Fulton, Kentucky
of 1947. Prices declined further
may be necessary. •
increased, he said.
from
mid-December
through
the
Longnecker recommended adding
He recommended further that
fertilizer to permanent pastures to crop residues be returned to the soil f.rst 10 days of January, though
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
increase production. This is particu- either as surface mulch or by plow- some quotations were at their
larly irnportant on poorly drained ing under. Manure should be care- lowest levels in the third week of
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
mineral soils and niuck soils. He fully stored to reduce leaching and December. The movement of egg
Regular Lodge meetine:s, .second and fourth
also suggested eliminating excess decomposition losses. Medium ap- prices in wholesale markets and
tillage tha: adas expense and in- plications of manure to fields at fre- limited reports from
country
Friday nipl.ts. each month.
creases ci op production costs per quent intervals, he said, are prefer- markets both indicate
that the U.
acre. Michigan tests have shown that able to heavy application less freLOCATT(:
NEW
' MOOSE HALL:
S. average price received by farplowing. !eveling and packing will quently.
MAIN FLOOR
212 CHURCH S'l
mers for eggs will be lower in
January than Its was in Decempared with 7,000 on January
1, tion - during the week ended Jan- ber. These indications _have re1949. Barley 24,000 bushels 1950 uary 19, the
USDA
reported. sulted in a Department of Agriv:. 22,000 in 1949. Oats 107,000 There were decreases of 30 per culture
announcement that egg
cent
in the North Atlantic area purchase
bushels 1950 vs. 79,000 in
1949.
operations would be
itE
and
6
per cent in the South Atlan- undertaken to implement the
Shelled and ear corn 1,668,000
bushels 1950 vs. 1,695,000 in 1949. tic. All other regions reported in- 1950 egg price-support objective
Feedstuff Markets Lower-USDA creases as follows: East North of 37 cents per doz. as U. S. anWheat mllfeeds declined
75 Central 1 per cent, West North a total of about 25 markets.
Burley Markets Closing Fast
cents-$1.50 per ton at leading Central 8 per cent, South Central
-And Lower
markets 1,vhile oilseed meals were 13 per cent, Western 27 per cent.
The state average
Irom S1.00 to as much as $2.50 per Compared with last week there
was only
ton lower. Most other feeds were was a decrease of 2 per cent. 38.75 for all Burley sold during
also lower compared with
28.
the There was an increase of 7 per the week ending January
dit7311d
previous week, with tankage and cent in the South Central. and all Over 25,000,000 pounds were sold
PuRE
meat scraps down $5.00-10.00 per ; other areas reported decreases as for nearly $10,000,000.00. The toMILK CO.
ton. Bran 29.25 St. Louis; stand- follows: North
Atlantic 9 per tal pounds for the season
.ird middlings 38.00 Minneapolis; cent, South Atlantic 13 per cent, stands at 400,054,849 for a total
ptad&A"
North
Gray shorts 41.25 St. Louis. Cot- East
Central 2 per $183,608,270.42 paid to Kentucky
PASTEURIZED
tonseed meal off 75-1.00 with 41 cent, West North Central 1 per farmers. The season's average is
HOMOGENIZED
per cent meal 57.00 at Memphis; cent, Western 4 per cent.
Cheese
Compared
with
the
Soybean meal off LOU with
41
per cent .meal 55.50 Decatur, and same week a year ago, there was
44 per cent meal 52.50; Linseed a decrease of 6 per cent in prof you desire
meal off 2.50 with 34 per cent ex- duction. There were increases of
A midnight treat
%till
peller meal 60.50, and 36 per cent 67 per cent in the North-andfind our foods
REAL ESTATE and
Jos/ can't 6e beef.
extracted meal 58.50 at Minne- ' South Atlantic and 5 per cent in
Decreases PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
apolis; Gluten feed steady 52.50 the Western region.
at Chicago, and Hominy feed of were reported of 10 per cent each
and Office Over City National Bank
1.00 at 45.00; Distillers
Dried in the East North Central
Phone 61
'Grains down to 65.00 at Cincinn- Wisconsin, 8 per cent in the West
ati ,also Bre- vers Dried Grains off North Central, and 7 per cent in
SERVICE AND QUALITY
FARM
AND
CITY PROPERTY
Central. Compared
2.00 - 3.00 at 55.20; Sun cured the South
LIST OR BUY WITH CS!
Alfalfa Meal unchanged, 38.00 at with last week there was an inPHONE 813J
Kansas City; Tankage off 5.00, to crease of 2 per cent. There were
decreases of 1 per cent each in the
I11.50 at Chicago.

Use Urger+
•
and lar.ivar i:rap Pricu

MOOSE LODGE NO, 1165

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
VG

Called 'Good Buy,' Liberzl
I Fertilizer
To Beat High Fixed Costs

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

AT THE PURINA FARM..:and in
Feedlots Across the Nation
MAKE UP

4%.

1/3 MORE PORK)
J'ette
3-,AA

from the same amount
of grain than with
single-protein
supplements.

.raMI

and I'm off to market
up to

/
1 3 FASTER
HEN PRICES ARE HIGH

‘
r,)

ARO"

.e,
f'`4.
HOW DO
YOU DO IT?

a

CHAS. W. BURROW

Fulton, Ky.
•

w•••

HOG CHOW,I)
MAN!

„

PURE MILK W.

Feeding Ratios 'far poultrymen
. ,ecame quite unfavorable in Janalry. with a sharp drop in egg
ices much more than offsetting
lower feeding costs. A dozen eggs
purchase only 11 pounds
of a representative poultry raJanuary
':on at the middle of
pounds in
,impared with 14.1
Pecember and the prewar Januziry average of 15.2 pounds. Feeding ratios for dairymen in January were about the same as in
December, since butterfat prices
declined about as much as feed
costs. A pound of butterfat would
purchase 24.5 pounds of a representative dairy ration in January
compared with 24.4 in December
and 22.3 the prewar January average. These figures are for the
country as a whole and rations
varied for different areas.
Butter Production Higher: Cheese
Lower
Butter - Compared with the
same week last year there was an
increase of 7 per cent in produc-

RE POWLfri„._
RE VALUE &mem'
*RP

HOG CHOW!..VY

NIR• FRIENDLY
595:
WHEN DEBTS ANNOY
Ac'E
QZHCA"
COME DOWN AND GET
NEEDED CASH

7

Market More Pork from Your Grain
with PURINA HOG CHOW
Records from the Purina farm show
that hogs fed Hog Chow make up to
Va faster gains than those fed a
single-prol-,n supplement. Many
Purina Plan market
feeders on
200-1b. hci.is in 6 mos. or less(U. S.
Average is 8-9 mos.) The Purina
Plan helps get hogs to market early
when prices are usually high. Gel
started on the Purina Plan today. (4•0418
00,7
.„%ON•eg•sk.0
See your Purina Dealer . .
000

Loans made in all
'surrounding towns
in
Counties
and
any amount up to
Furniture,
$300 on
Automobile, LiveComaker.
stock,
Signature.

•

NOW... the most powerful truck engine
Chevrolet ever offered you ... THE LOAD-MASTER "105" ENGINE

,
I
,
/CHEVROLET/
I
I

L

•

ft m

Sarni Yon Mee on Ow

'CHECKERBOARD SION

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing

Custom Seed Cleaning
11111111•6•••••••••••••••
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••
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Hills • Saves

more performance in the lightand medium-duty field!
Come in and see these two
greatest Chevrolet power plants.
Whichever suits you best, remember this: Chevrolet's your buy
with more power than ever! more
value than ever!

Yoi, limo en the Getaway • awes

You Money all

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.

Here is power aplenty-the LoadMaster 105-h.p. engine-the new
heavy-duty engine in the most
powerful Chevrolet trucks ever
built!
Here is value aplenty-the famous Thrift-Master Engine-now
stepped up to 92-h.p. to give

PERFORMANCE

ittert)Iti

latcatce

Phone 1252
Sheet
"Fulton's FRIENDLY Loan Service

31i Walnut

LEADERS

•

PAYLOAD

LI A D ER S

La
tiAnaks

•

PO
. P ULAILITY

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PHONE 38

•

PRICE

Way
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that within a decade - maybe
even less time-glass fishing rods
leader in the bait
vvill be the
casting field.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Beelerton News

PERSONALS

Mr. and Mrs. John Bowers, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy F.elds and Mrs. J.
Mrs. W. E. McMorries
visited their sister
Little Master Eugene McMor- O. Anderson
William
and daughter, Mrs.
Winfred
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
ries,
BUY-SELL--DIRE-RENT
Sunday.
PILOT OAK
McMorries, was honaked on his Roach in Paducah
Al T. Owens has returned from
third birthday Friday afternoon
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
with an economical classified
with a party at his home east of a trip to Chicago.
ad in this column, read each
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Reeves of Beelerton, given by his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Naifeh and
week throughout the Fulton
y AM MITCHELL
Dukedom spent Sunday with Mr.
Eugene received many nice little son, Johnny, have returned
trade area. No other method
Morris.
Frank
little.
so
and Mrs.
roaches so many for
gifts.
to their home in Detroit after a
I happened to read a statement
Mr. and
Congratulations to
First Insertion 3c per word
The guest list ineluded, Charles five weeks visit with her parents.
other day which passed off
e
arink the
•YOUR HANDS STAY DRYI
(minimum, 50c)
Lynn McMorrias, Joyce Anne Mr, and Mrs. John Noffel and
fishing rod as "some- Mrs. Chester Murphey
2e t te glass
/
daughter.
baby
a
of
relative&
rival
Phylis
that
other
Walker,
toy
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
Donnil
kid's
a
Stephens,
to
thing similar
•NO MORE WRINGING!.
McMr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were Outland, Johnnie
Mycle
per word.
Dr. and Mrs. James Appleton of
sonn would be forgotten." NothJohn
Mrs.
guests of 1)4r. and
Gough, Jerre143. Rhodes, Terry Clinton, Ky., were dinner guests
ing could be farther from the
Just press the water out of the
We will be glad to help you truth, for the glass bait casting Yates Sunday.
of Dr. and Mrs. William H. SewOutland and tle honored guest.
office;
sponge with handy built-in
our
accompani
returned
prepare your ad at
home
their
were
Lowry
-at
G.
night
B.
children
'Monday
ell
Mrs.
The
stay.
to
rod is here
squeezer. Cleans, scrubs,
or mail it in with the money.
after spending
their motives's.
on 'Third street.
I have fished with glass bait home SaturdayLexington, Ken- ed by
soaks up excess
All classified ads are cash in
in
peaweek
the
t
two
candy,
$195
underwen
cream,
Mrs. Ward Johnson
Cake, ice
catsing rods for the past
ONLY a
advance.
water
was one of the eigh- nuts, gum and CocaColas were an operation at the Fulton Hosco,plete
years. Some of the'first -rhodels I tucky. She
county women to at- served.
pital Tuesday and is doing nicely.
used proved inadequate in cer- teen Graves
Mrs. Edward Benedict, Jr., is
and. possibly, they tend Farm and Home Week.
Joe Duke is not so well at this
respects
while
tain
installed
GLASS
AUTO
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waggoner wrting.
improving following an operation
efficient as the betas
not
guaranwere
on
Satisfacti
wait.
you
Mc- at the Fulton Hospital.
and split bamboo spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass. ter tubular steel
Morries and Eugene visited Mr.
rods. That, however, was to be Tom Hall near Wingo.
Mr.and Mrs. Roy Taylor and
Co. Phone 909.
Mrs. Mary Collins id still re- and Mrs. Dewey
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Irl ;Taylor spent
50c
expected, for the companies were
50c DOWN . . .
order
an
receiving
over
right
joicing
Sunday.
the
Hicks
out
Lula
Mrs.
work
in
Nashville.
Sunday
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in- trying to
to paint a 4x6 foot River Jordan
rods.
Nelly Hicks is improving.
PER WEEK
Miss Donna Gayle Gerling ha =
stalled. Parks -Drilling Co. 304 formula for the
picture for the Pilot Oak BapMr. and Mrsi Winfred McMor- been dismissed from the 'Fulton
Certainly these companies have
Paschall Street. Martin Highand
Church.
Mr.
tist
visited
Eugene
and
ries
an atipenclecway, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383. made great strides in the field
Friday Hospital following
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr.
Outland
s:nce then. Noir you can buy glass and Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Jimmie Mrs. Willard ,
tomy.
supper.
fish
big
.
n
had
and
night
length,
most any
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
I SHARPEN DISC blades, mower casting rods in
Lowry, Jerry Gossum and Larry
to
blades, any kind of edged tools; action and finish.
Fulion
have returned from a trip
were supper guests of
*SCIENCE
Gossum
AN
CHRISTI
2117 Church Street
Repair clocks, sewing machinIn recent weeks have 'been Mr. and Mrs. Burnal
Lowry
Memphis.
the
of
qubject
es,. lawn mowers, gas motors, practice casting with a 6-foot Monday evening.
is
the
"Soul"
ivhich will be
guns of any kind and numerous glass- rod made by Orchard InFuneral services were conduct- Lesson-Sermon
Science
other things. Leonard Holland. dustries" with a especially light ed Tuesday afternoon at
the read in all thriitian
Located rear of Laird-Gossum action. This rod tosses a -ounce Bethlehem Methodist Church for churches throughout the world on
Welding Shop, Fulton. •
lure as effectively as the average Willie Frinzlie.
Sunday, February 12, 1950.
bait.
%-ounce
rod handles a
The Golden Toll is: "0 bless
and Mrs. Harry Gossurn
Mr.
never
NOTICE: Bring your tractor in Throwing this light lure
of Water Valley were our God. ye people, and make the
son
and
now for spring tune-up. Avoid was possilile with the steej rods Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. voice of his praise to he heard the
and
the rush. Paul Nailling Imp. I formerly employed
which holdeth our soul in lift.
S. Gossum.
light-action glass rod has opened
Co., Fulton, Ky.
and suffereth not our feet t;;
up a new field for' those who enbe moved." (Ps. 66:8, 9)
"She is probably the most outstanding sales
Mississippi Plantation Life:
Among the citations which
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- joy fishing with small and lightperson in our town", said the Geneseo, Ill.,
RECORDS: Latest weight lures.
GRAPH
comprise the Lesson - Sermon is
Of
s
Writing
The
Chamber of Commerce secreta.ry recently
There are many •other advanP0P-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
the following from the Bible:
Mattie Dear
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long tages to glass casting rods. Pro"For the kingdom of God is not
in making a Superior Servie,e award to Della
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal- bably the greatest of these is the
meat and drink; but righteousKroger checker. Friendliness and
Little,
lack of care essential in keeping
nut, Fulton, Ky.
I do thank the Lord Jesus for ness, and peace, and joy in the
service help make Kroger store.s more than
the glass in good order. Heat or blessing me to write another art- Holy Ghost." (Rom 14:17)
cold does not affect them and icle in the Ftilton News. I'll first
9:45 de 11 a. m.
School
Sunilay
just a good place to buy food.
DR. J. W. TOSH
they will take any amount of fish- say I made my way to the 'TravSunday Church Service 11 a. m.
ing puniskunent a caster can dish els Rest M. B. C. Sunday pastorEyesight Specialist
Testimony Meeting, Wed. 7:30
out.
Fulton
ed by the Rev. W. B. Barns. His p. m.
206 Main St.
Add to this that the companies text Hebrew 12th chapter, 1st
All are welcome.
(Across from Bennett
now are making the glass rods in verse. Let us lay aside
every
Drug Store)
price ranges for everybody and weight and the sin which doth so ed be the name of the Lord.
We are having some very fine
you have a sweet deal in fishing easily be set us and let us run
WANTED: Country hams. Cur- rods.
weather now but we ain't had no
set
is
that
race
the
patience
with
paid.
rent market prices
Some writers may pass off the before us. Subject, a crown for snow yet and not much cold but
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
rod as a "toy" but I'll predict the runaway. He sure made it anything the Lord do I am satispeace. I've wrote
TYPEWRITE.RS, ADDING MAplain. I sure loves good preach- fied. So pray for
poems so here s a prayer.
CHINES, CASH, REGISTERS
ing.
to Thee this
SALES, REPAIR, TRADE
•I am feeling so much better Oh, God we come
•day,
FULTON OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
than I was about two weeks ago.
a mind to do thy
"Everything For The Office"
The Lord sure has healed me. I Givens
as you bled and died
Phone 85
has no pains at all, feeling fine In as much
for us.
Mrs. Johanna is
tonight. Hope
Top U. S. Grades of Finest Beef
others to live,
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
feeling fine. I am yet getting let- Help us for
Kroger-Cut to Give You More Meat
service
with
$124.95
heart
a
models,
us
Give
and autorni“ic
ters frail Mrs, Mattie Bernhard
filled,
and up. Sales and service.
For Your Money - Less Bone and
She seems to be a fine white woDRIED FRUITS ARE
no race nor
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
man. She writes me such nice let- Eyes that know
Waste.
IN
SEASON
Fulton, Ky.
color;
Dried fruits are inexpensi c. ters telling.me about the Lord Help us to transcend the colorDried peaches, pears, apricots a t. and His goodness. I hope that we
line,
prunes are energy. foods rich
will -chance to meet some day in
FOR SALE:
29c
t S. graded good
Brisket, lb.
And be to every man a color.
U. S. graded good
sugar. They a
about
we
talk
can
so
life
this
1949 "C" Allis-Chalmers
1). Reef . S. good End ( u
good winte* Jesus and his goodness together.
59c
•
lb
Roast,
79c
Rib
lb.
Steak,
Sirloin
I. :tits for -the
tractor outfit. Practical- ‘1
Jesus is worthy to be talk about
5
ly new. Sell reasonable.
15c
1.1e fruit is also He is so good to us. He feedS us,
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